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Welcome to the debut issue of The Human
Writers:

Creative

Ageing

in

Australia ,

a

collection of writing by older adults across
Australia.
The Human Writers , a project years in the

making, is a whole vision consisting of a
magazine, a webzine, a podcast and a series
of memoir writing classes. It's a celebration of
the human condition, human connection,
and the creative process. It was founded on
the principle that everyone has a story to tell,
and provides a forum in which to tell it.
Designed for older adults aged 60+ to explore

The Human Writers webzine and website

as well as showcase their thoughts, ideas,

seek previously unpublished submissions

opinions, stories and musings, The Human

from older adults 60+ all across Australia.

Writers recognises that writing can enrich

Your work does not have to be perfect. It

the mind and nurture the spirit regardless of

can be a few words, one line, a poem, a

background, life circumstances or age. It is

story, or a memory. Just write.

specifically designed to include non-“writers”,
so it is a safe space to express, reflect, review,
engage

and

tap

into

your

I look forward to reading your work.

experience

regardless of formal training.

Caitlin O'Toole
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Words by
STEVE, 65. ALDINGA, SA

water to
wine.
we drive past them every day
a quick glance we see vineyards
set in neat rows of precision
between timber posts, outstretched arms
are tied around wire stringers
knarled crucified vine branches
will remain this way until spring
then summer brings forth
sweet bunches of crimson grapes
from the warmth of the sun
richness of the soul
water is turned into wine
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Words by
ELIZABETH, 66. PERTH, WA

turpentine.
I remember the time when I was four years

I

remember

the

look

of

distress

old and Mr. Stafford had just painted our

confusion on my mother’s face and the flurry

shutters propped on sawhorses in the yard.

of activity around something I didn’t really
understand.

I remember my mother saying, “Elizabeth,
don’t go near those!”

I remember the smell of turpentine.

I remember wondering what would happen

And, I remember defying authority.

if I did. I needed to find out. I needed to go
outside on that sunny day and inspect the
newly primed grey shutters while Mr. Stafford
sat in his car eating lunch.
I remember my long blonde hair clinging to
the shutters and the sticky feeling on my
hands when I touched my hair.
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and

trees.
Words by
GARRY, 67. MASLIN BEACH, SA

I grew up as asphalt became an innovation,
people were in the thrall of this new slick
black surface. Cities embraced it. I recall
seeing trees manacled in islands of it. I grew
up in New Zealand, conscious of the number
of native trees chopped down to enable pine
forests. I spent years in Central Australia
seeing the beautiful ghost gums stark against
the ochre landscape, the river gums. Palm
Valley the remnants of cycads remained, a
glimpse

of

hitchhiking

past

greenness.

into

Adelaide

I

remember
after

Ash

Wednesday and weeping at the blackened
stumps. I love walking the tree-lined streets,
meandering through Hazelwood Park and
sharing

the

trees

with

grandchildren.

Running through the gumtrees in the early
morning, feeling life rising through the leaves
and bark. More recently being involved in the
Burnside Foresters has made me aware of
the centrality trees should have in our lives
and our children and their children... as the
need for shade and succour portends the
heat of the summers to come.
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untitled.
Words by
SUE, 60. PORT AUGUSTA, SA

On reaching the age of sixty, I realised that I
was born in 1960, with all of the memories of
that time, songs and ‘ways of being’ that I
could recall with those images.
Out came the orange floral chiffon number,
spotted at the local Op Shop. Easy to spot
were the oversize shiny orange beads and
whiter than white plastic lozenge-shaped
hanging earrings.
Bright colours and a selection of sixties songs
on a playlist were the beginnings of a party,
with the local ‘ladies’ cheering on with
requests. They grew into that time when I
was just a baby and they were determined to
put their requests in.
The sixties took shape in my imagination
when I turned sixty. The result, a photo of me
by a friend as I watched those around me,
who were remembering as well. As we shared
the

experience,

my

photo

reflects

both

memories and looking forward.
A time to celebrate the past and the present
in

technicolour,

with

music

and

shared

experiences. Youth is a part of life and living
life is a path to youth.
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Moonlight Madness by Halogen
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full moon madness.
Words by

LESLEY-ANNE, 67. CHRISTIE DOWNS, SA

I remember that night in every detail. It was
one

of

those

crisp

fresh

nights,

not

particularly cold but with a clean, fresh smell
on the breeze, the trees swishing gently and
the full moon casting silver light across the
lawn.
I’m not sure what it was that woke me, but
my eyes opened, and a rush of well-being
filled my body from the tips of my toes to the
top of my head. I threw back the quilt,
hopped out of bed and rushed to the
window.

The

light

was

beautiful;

silver

moonbeams filtered through the trees and
danced across my garden below. Wasting no
more time, I ran down the passage, my
nightgown billowing behind me.
Outside all was quiet, except for the gentle

I awoke the following day, back in my bed. I

rustle of the leaves. They were moving in a

heard the door downstairs open and the

delicate dance, fluttering dark then silver as

cheery voice of Lucy as she called “Good

the moonlight washed over them. I needed

morning”. I heard her tread in the hallway,

to

and

and then her curly head appeared around

jumping with a strange exhilaration, not

the bedroom door. “OK,” she said, “it’s a

worried in the least as the cool dew wet the

beautiful morning, let’s get you up,” and with

hem of my gown. I was laughing with sheer

that, she brought my wheelchair over to the

joy as I felt the wet spiky grass beneath my

side of the bed. As she swung my lifeless legs

feet. What a strange sight I would have made.

across the bed, she let out a gasp. “Oh! I am

A middle-aged woman in a long pink gown,

so sorry”, she exclaimed, “I didn’t notice these

leaping and laughing, joyously drunk with full

stains on the hem of your nightgown last

moon madness. But there was no one to

night when we got you ready for bed,” I

witness my night of gay abandon, dancing

assured her not to worry, it didn’t matter a

under the moon.

bit, and while I agreed with her that it was

dance

too,

so

I

began

running

indeed a beautiful morning, I couldn’t wait
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for the next time we had a full moon.

this is my story.
Words by
MARGARET, 94. BACCHUS MARSH, VICTORIA

Sunday 8.8.2021
I was born at Quamby Hospital, Bacchus

some cool drinks and they would tie the

Marsh on the 3.9.1927. I grew up in the Raglan

horse and cart out the front at the drinking

Cottage, Melton. In those days, most of the

bowls. Sometimes my dear Mother would ask

roads and streets were dirt roads. I had some

me to go up to the front door of the hotel to

very happy days going to school and playing

call my Dad to come home for tea to a nice

skippy and hop scotch. Also, we had nature

meal, but sometimes the horse would untie

study days taking walks and planting gum

the reins and walk the cart home alongside

trees along the roads. We were all happy

the dirt road, as he got tired of waiting. We

children along with our cousins and friends.

would take the bridle and girth off and
Snowy would have his feed in the long yard.

My Dad was a war veteran who worked hard
making the roads on those very hot days. On

I got Scarlet Fever when I was six years old

the school holidays I would go in the horse

and had to go to Fairfield Infectious Hospital

and cart and the beautiful horse was a

in Melbourne. I was so unhappy as I couldn’t

Clydesdale named Snowy. My lovely mother

have any visitors and I had to be bathed in

was an angel. She would make plenty of nice

phenylalanine and take horrible medicine. I

sandwiches for lunch, cakes, and hot tea and

missed my Mum so very much. A lovely nurse

cold water from the underground well. We

brought me a lovely doll to take with me for

also took my little dog Peter with us. I would

comfort.

take the census of how many cars travelled
up and down on the road each day for my

When I returned home to Melton I was very

Dad’s government book and greatly enjoyed

thin so my lovely Mother sent me to the

my days.

Mechanics Hall across the road to learn tap
and toe dancing which I loved very much. It

When my Dad finished work we would go to

built my body and my muscles up and I

the creek and take the cart and horse into

looked forward to it every week. I had a lovely

the water to cool after the hot day. When I

dance teacher and we were on a lot of the

didn’t go and was back to school, my Dad

stage as we got older each year. Also in our

would stop off at the hotel to cool off with

later years we would be in the Fancy Dress
Ball at the same hall and some lovely
ballroom dancing.
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During all those years we also had some very
sad times as my Father’s health failed. He
became very aggressive toward us and my
beautiful mother suffered for us. I was very
close to my Mother and was always with her
wherever she went. She is my best memory
ever for the joy and laughter she gave to all.
Also when young, my brother Brian used to
take me with him to go rabbiting over the
paddocks. He was such a kind brother. We
also went down to the creek and one day I
had new shoes and my brother pushed me in
and ruined my shoes and made me upset. I
also got in trouble when I got home.
When I turned ten years old the family
moved to Maidstone for work for my brother
as by now he was totally and permanently
incapacitated but still had to work for the
rest of his life. By then I got older but went to
school at St. John's Catholic School. I liked to
write and read and write essays and enjoyed
the Christmas school plays. I also still tap
danced and learned ballroom dancing and
had some good friends. As I mentioned
before, throughout all the sadness I learnt a
lot about love and laughter and in my years
onward I found happiness with my lovely
daughter who cares about me. We have
beautiful memories all because of Robyn Lee.
Signing off. With thanks.
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first day at home
with my first baby.
Words by

AUDREY, 82. STIRLING NORTH, SA

My first terrifying experience was bringing my
first baby home from the hospital. I became
responsible for a helpless mortal human
being. My first daughter was at my mercy and
I did not have many clues how to care and
raise her. This wriggling bundle was mine but
she could not speak one word to me to
explain what she needed or wanted. She
came with no written instruction and now
and I felt somehow this child was going to
suffer because of my ignorance. This precious
bundle was now in the hands of a complete
idiot. That was how I felt. I was in awe at the

and child were having a peaceful time

wonder of this little mite. She just looked like

without her. She did survive my ignorance.

a skun rabbit. How was she going to develop
into a human being that might one day be

She still speaks a language I will never

able to stand on her own feet? I was to learn

understand and I speak a language that

that she would demand constant care and

differs from hers and I guess we will always

there was a real art in washing, clothing,

live in different worlds but through it all I will

feeding and soothing this foreign alien being.

always be her Mum and she will always be

It just seemed an overwhelming daunting

my first daughter. She was the first to marry

and dangerous responsibility.

but not to become a parent to my first
grandchild. That honour went to my second

That was fifty three years ago so when I rang
Karen my first daughter I was surprised to
find she was in Wagga Wagga. She was three
quarters the way through her trip with the
Ulysses Bikers and would still be away from
her home in Townsville where her husband
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daughter.

remembering nan.
Words by
GAYLE, 63. WONTHAGGI, VICTORIA

Somebody sent me a photo of the vacant
block where Nan and Pa’s house had stood,
even longer than the seventy-five years they
occupied it. Well, at least Pa had been in it
that long, Nan having pre-deceased him by
more

than

a

decade.

Although

demographically the average longevity of
women being greater than that of men, this
might seem incongruous, it was not the case.
Nan was twelve years Pa’s senior. They would
call her a cougar in this modern era, based
simply on the age difference, but they would
be wrong. She was a church-going woman of
strong Christian values, and predation had no
foothold in her psyche.
My memories of Nan are wrapped up with

If I close my eyes, Nan is there still, on a low

that house, as vivid as if they were yesterday

stool by the stove, the firebox open to warm

and not nearly fifty years past. I can see the

the room or at least her small part of it. Her

cracks in the lino that had been laid on the

apron, stretched across her lap, is awash with

kitchen floor before I was born. I can feel the

peas freshly picked from the garden. One by

dip in the centre of the wooden back step

one she splits the pods, and with a single

worn away by the thousands of footfalls

sweep of her thumb the peas cascade into an

before mine. I remember the mornings when

enamel bowl held between her knees. My

slivers of light peeked through window blinds

brother and I liked to help - the fresh peas

rolled thin by years of ups and downs. Even

popped juicy in our mouths - and so joined

as a child I noticed the cracks in the hand-

Nan until she hunted us away, lest there not

painted kookaburras on floor-to-ceiling black

be enough left for dinner.

curtains that divided the passage from the
front to the back of the house.
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Nan, like most in her day, was a tea drinker.

So too I hear her late afternoon call of ‘Here,

There was always a kettle ready to come to

chook, chook, chook.’ Her voice melodic in its

the boil and often a teapot, recently filled,

clarity, heralded for all who lived near, her

sitting in easy reach on a black brick shelf

presence in the yard. She strolled across

beside the stove top. Loose tea leaves were

grass and dirt, and through dropped pine

kept in a tin caddy, intricately patterned in

needles, calling. She trod on the bones cast

blue and white, and worn in places back to

up the back, of the hens of dinners past, as

shiny bare metal by the touch of her hand. I

she rounded up, the hens of dinners to come.

hear still the hollow thunk of cold tea and

They ran to her, followed in her wake,

sodden leaves thrown atop a mound, in a

anticipating their own dinner before being

flower garden where snowdrops and grape

confined to the pens for the night. Wheat she

hyacinth bloomed beneath a walnut tree

threw in a wide arc, fell across the chook

come springtime.

yard, dropping with the pattering sound of
dust

filled

rain

drops

and

disappeared

beneath the rat-a-tat-tat of pecking beaks.
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In an age when nothing was wasted, beside
the red and yellow glow of an open fire, Nan
sat in an arm chair and knitted woollen
socks. Round and round and round she went,
knitting on double tipped needles. The tubes
of socks grew, her hands blurred with the
speed of a routine repeated in all the winters
past. When the socks wore out, she stretched
them across a wooden mushroom, darned
them and made them whole again. When
they could no longer be made whole, Nan
unravelled them. I can see the tight balls of
wool recycled, perhaps not for the first time,
and dropped in a basket waiting to be
reincarnated.
These are the memories that sit closest to the
surface of my mind, the everyday things that
served

and

nurtured

children

and

then

grandchildren. These are the memories I
treasure and jealously guard against the devil
that is forgetfulness. I cast aside the photo of
the vacant block where Nan and Pa’s house
had stood even longer than the seventy-five
years

they

occupied

it.

It

warrants

no

acknowledgement. If I close my eyes, that
house and Nan are there still.
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to the top.
Words by
PAUL, 63. HELENSBURGH, NSW

‘You’re a sook, Miklas, a big sook.’
It’s that Johnno again. Oh, I could just…

They can’t have seen me sitting in my
backyard,

these

boys,

through

the

passionfruit vine and the wind-warped paling
fence. An unwanted adult observer of their
little drama.
A smaller boy, wearing a blue jumper and
dirty jeans, has backed away from the tree,
and the other kids at its feet. He seems to be
clutching something in his hand. The Norfolk
pine belittles the boys, its reptilian arms
reaching earthward for their smooth young
skin.
They have been cobbling together a ladder of
pallets whacked in place with rusty nails, its
knot-holed eyes gazing at me in accusation.
‘Come

on,

leave

the

sook,’

and

Johnno

scrambles up the pallets, leaving another boy
standing

on

the

lowest

plank.

Tanned

youthful faces, and my wrinkled facade, all
turn upward as Johnno begins to climb.
‘I think the tree is not ready for me to climb
it,’ appeals Miklas, and some of the boys
laugh with him. But Johnno calls down, and
they crowd the ladder, cheering him on and
up.
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Miklas is alone, ignored, and he walks away. I
have seen that look, in the mirror. I know that
look, so I wish him well and roll back to the
house. I know the boys never go too high, for
all their raucous banter.
#

I’m gardening, ripping out weeds in useless

‘Thank you. But I think the tree doesn’t want

disgust. ‘He’ll never climb it,’ I hear, then a

to be climbed,’ Miklas says.

scuffle.
‘I think,’ pronounces Johnno, ‘you don’t want
‘What’ve you got, Miklas? C’mon, give us a

to climb it, because you’re a sook.’

look.’
Kids can be almost as nasty as adults,
A small cry, and it’s all I can do to not yell

sometimes.

through the palings.
‘He’ll never climb it, he’s a sooky baby,’
Johnno has wrenched open the smaller boy’s

Johnno sings, his words stabbing memories

hand.

inside me.

‘It’s just a crappy old watch,’ he says, and it

I go inside, to lay on my bed in the dark.

appears above the fence, a dull glint of glass
and leather held aloft in grubby fingers.

At least one of the boys was kind.

‘I reckon he stole it,’ brings laughter, perhaps

#

uncertain, from the other boys.
They haven’t got very far up, these boys.
I hide amongst the passionfruit and leaves,

Maybe two thirds. The tree is a decent size, I

my eyes at a gap, and there is Miklas, his face

know only too well, but despite their talk

dusted chalk.

and bravado they haven’t got very high.

‘Please, just give it back.’

Miklas and the others come here to eat the
tangy fruit on their side of the fence. I

‘Sure, I’ll give it back. When you climb the

smelled spray paint once, saw it trickling

tree!’

glutinous through the gaps, black and fluoro
green, and crimson veins on the trunk, the

Miklas wipes a sleeve across wetness, Johnno

tree oblivious to this indecency.

in his face, his rough brown jumper ripped
and scaly, spiked hair an angry tuft.

#

A sudden movement, and the watch floats

A truck throbs whilst I sit and eat lunch. I

up, kisses a branch, flicks and drops into the

hear men’s voices roughly calling, then a

pine needles at the feet of a chubby boy. He

crunch and the boy’s ladder is busted, the

stoops over, has it in his hand. He looks at the

men cursing at the timber stuck between

watch, then at Miklas. Ignores Johnno, and

the tyres.

hands the watch back.
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They measure and drill, sap oozing from the

The boys are here, herded behind the truck,

incisions, and the scabbed trunk now wears a

impotent to this violence. Miklas loiters, away

striped bandage and a plastic sign fluttering in

from Johnno.

the breeze, a napkin on the tree’s surly face.
Then it begins, as these things must, and the
A death notice.

man is hoisted into the maw of the tree, and
it groans and splinters and the sap spurts.

The boys watch from the park, skateboards silent,
Miklas in his patched blue jumper astride a rusty

#

bike.
The lopper has stopped his chainsaw, and
Johnno is first to the tree once the men are gone,

the boys, the men, and me hidden in my

and the boys are shouting, their contorted faces

chair see him reach out and up.

stinging me away from the fence.
Zzzz, and the rope sways, feet thud down.
#
‘Hey, look what I found up there! I got right to
Banging has roused me, not the usual cockatoos,

the top, and there it was, the band done up

but I am tired today.

around a branch and all. Can’t have been
there long, it’s still ticking.’

A catalogue, two bills and the referral, and I bump
down the brick path to the yard, a scrap of blue

The boys are silenced, mouths agape. Oh,

flashing high within the tree’s green needles. I

Johnno’s face—my hands catch a delighted

peer up, but it’s just the sky, jig-sawed into the

laugh.

branches by a cloud.
The men crowd in, and the old brown watch
And when I lower my eyes, through the fence I

is passed around.

see bits and pieces of pallet thrown together and
a rusty pushbike, and grow cold.

‘Whose is it?’ someone asks.

The breeze brings the sweet scent of pine and

The boys, immobilised, are looking at Johnno.

two-stroke. Chainsaw’s silenced, the men are

Miklas just waits.

having smoko, the climber sitting in his harness
on an old Esky. My washing is out, dancing in the

Johnno,

his

head

weak winter sun. The tea mug warms my hands.

through the bark and debris, shoves his hand
out to the lopper.
‘I know whose it is.’
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down,

kicks

his

way

so this is old?
Words by
ALICE, 77. ELIZABETH, SA

The

winter

vulnerable.

tree
It

stands

remembers

naked;
the

exposed;
beauty

of

spring; fragrant colourful blossoms, sparkling
green leaves, the warmth of summer, the
birds that nested amongst its foliage and the
tiny

fledgling’s

insistent

‘hungry’

chirps

demanding food. They flutter and venture
further and further from the nest, watched by
their anxious parents - will they survive? The
tree stands alone again, losing everything it
had – life and joy and colour all gone. Silence,
stillness, emptiness and loneliness took their
place.
I once was that tree.
He wanted a mistress as well as a wife. Sorry,
his plan didn’t suit me at all. I was shattered.
I felt naked, humiliated, exposed, vulnerable.
I‘d lost everything. My home, garden, friends,
security, plans and hopes for the future. He
wanted someone ‘younger’. I wish I had
punched him in his ‘couldn’t care less’ face. I
couldn’t stand living in the same town as he
did with the new ‘love of his life’, so I moved
back to my hometown where my family roots
were.

to take what you get, and sometimes you get
what you take. I decided that life was not
over for me at 64.
I joined a rock choir for over 65’s, became a
rock star singing “Eagle Rock” on You Tube at
67. I attended an art class and sold nine
paintings.

like

an

empty

snail

shell.

I

remembered the Beatles song “Will you still
need me, Will you still feed me, When I’m
64?" There would be no one to need me or
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I

joined

a

theatre

group,

performing in several local stage productions
(one

an

winner).

I cried every night for weeks. I felt hollow
inside,

feed me when I was 64. Sometimes you have

Adelaide

Fringe

Festival

award

At 71, I considered a tattoo. My elder son

Yes, at 77, I am in my “Winter” years and for

advised to not get just a ‘pretty’ one. I

humans, “Summers” don’t come back. But my

decided on a tiger on my shoulder whom I

tree of life is absolutely blooming. Leaves that

named

“Brave,

fall from the tree are not wasted. They

and

provide compost and enrichment for the soil,

“Yong

Courageous”,

Gun”
hoping

meaning
the

brave

courageous spirit of the tiger might work a

channeling new energy and fulfillment.

bit of magic in me.
Old? I don’t know what that’s really like yet.
At 74 I joined a Boxfit class, wrote and
recently published a children’s story book. At
the same time I joined a Tae Kwon Do
martial arts group. I loved it. It went well until
I damaged my left knee doing side kicks. I
achieved Yellow Belt status but, sadly, had to
give it up after damaging my knee. I still
belong to the Boxfit class and really love it.
My nickname is ‘Thumper’.
I ride public transport for free! I go to Glenelg
on the tram, paddle in the seawater, sit in
Moseley Square eating fish and chips while
being harangued by pesky seagulls; I get
senior’s discount; I hug gorgeous, virile young
men and everybody smiles and thinks “Oh,
isn’t that sweet”. I can have a spoon or two of
whiskey in my morning porridge. If I want to
stay in bed until nine in the morning, I can; I
don’t ever have to go to work again! If I get
lost, I can put on my “little old grey-haired
lady face” and people help me. So many
advantages of being older.
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For more Human Writers, visit
www.thehumanwriters.com
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about our memoir writing classes, email
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